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“music that pushes the envelope of vocal jazz and R&B”
C.Michael Bailey, AllAboutJazz.com
“Beata Pater gets 4.5 Stars. The future of vocal jazz is in good hands!”
Brent Black, CriticalJazz.com

★★★★ Downbeat Four Stars ★★★★
“Excitingly new… Beata Pater does not utter a word throughout
the 11 songs on Fire Dance, opting instead to sing wordless
vocals. It’s a bold, daring choice—and it pays off.”
“Polish-born Beata Pater does not utter a word throughout the 11 songs on Fire
Dance, opting instead to sing wordless vocals. It’s a bold, daring choice—and it pays
off. Now based in Californian, Pater overdubs or layers her voice on every song to
as many as 16 times, creating a unique sound as a sort of one-woman choir. She
recruits some talented people to enhance her unique project, beginning with composer-pianist Alex Danson, who penned all 11 songs. Pater filled in the spaces with
Arabian, Northern African and European music, predominately highly expressive folk
songs that range from haunting to joyous. A natural soprano, Pater seems capable
of moving easily down the scale all the way to bass. She frequently sings in rat-a-tat
staccato, which has the feel of jazz scatting, especially as she plays with consonants
as many scat-singers do. She is backed by a solid septet: soprano saxophonist Sam
Newsome, tenor saxophonist Anton Schwartz, baritone saxophonist Aaron Lington,
keyboardist Scott Collard, bassist Aaron Germain, drummer Alan Hall and percussionist Brian Rice. The opening “Curse Of The Locust,” an enjoyable, rhythmic tune,
is our introduction to something excitingly new.”
Bob Protzman - Downbeat

Reviews of Tet
“Pater sings with rare degrees of sensitivity, intelligence and
honest emotion. She often achieves an absolutely otherworldly
level of beauty in her performances. Her vocals are silky, sensual and surprising…. This is an album that will totally transport
you.”
Originally from Poland and now based in Southern California, Beata Pater studied
classical violin before finding her milieu in jazz vocals. Her violin mastery may in some
ways inform her extraordinary vocal style. Pater sings with rare degrees of sensitiv-
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ity, intelligence and honest emotion. She often achieves an
absolutely otherworldly level of beauty in her performances.
Her vocals are silky, sensual and surprising. This is Pater’s
ninth album and “Tet” is the Hebrew alphabet’s ninth letter
and has the numeric value of 9. According to Pater, it’s also
a symbol of creativity. And creativity has certainly found fruition in this adventurous album (produced by Pater). Whatever sort of material she’s interpreting, Pater uses her vision
and personality to transform each number into something
uniquely her own. She’s continually finding something unexpected, yet completely right, in terms of the vocal nuances. Among the outstanding tunes here are Chick Corea’s
“Crystal Silence,” Freddie Hubbard’s “Little Sunflower,” Bill
Contos’ “I Feel You,” the standards “Old Devil Moon” and
“Lazy Afternoon,” plus three songs penned Pater’s friend
Alan Chip White. The arrangements -- primarily by Pater
and pianist Hiromu Aoki, with string arrangements by Alex
Danson and wind and brass by Aaron Lington -- are impeccably tasteful, as is the instrumental work by the 18-piece
ensemble. They perfectly complement Pater’s magical vocals. This is an album that will totally transport you.
Paul Freeman, Pop Culture Classics

“A translucent jazz singer of the highest order. Beata Pater is a name to watch for as
she, hopefully, gains more exposure on the
world jazz scene where she belongs.”
Who is Beata Pater? Clearly, she ranks up there with some
of the finer vocal-jazz stylists around today. This is her ninth
recording in collaboration with some exceptional musicians;
and yet she is not as well-known as she deserves to be.
That may soon change. New to this listener, Beata Pater is
a compelling storyteller who uses alt-jazz stylings. In fact,
she is likely to be new to many in the U.S. as she has had
minimal publicity. She is a transplant from Poland now living
in the Bay Area of California. At first listen, her muted sound
recalls a smoky Dietrich in her later years. As you are pulled
further into this 11-song disc, you discover her uniqueness
as a versatile jazz vocalist. For instance, just about all that
can be done with “Old Devil Moon” (Burton Lane/E.Y. Harburg) has been done by others decades ago. Yet, with an
impeccable 18-piece ensemble behind her (more on them
later), Pater offers a new spin with a whispering treatment
that is as enticing as it is sexy. Unlike Dietrich, whose range
was limited, Pater’s sound can be ornate, salty, or sweet,
depending on the mood she brings to the song—despite
the sometimes impressive but often overbearing accompaniment by the band. Regardless of comparisons, it all remains intoxicating, making the CD a worthwhile investment.
Freddie Hubbard’s “Little Sunflower” and Chick Corea’s
“Crystal Silence” (with lyrics by Al Jarreau and Neville Potter respectively) are masterpieces and supreme examples
of definitive ensemble work. This brings up the relevance of
those notable musicians on the album. Led by the brilliant
pianist Hiromu Aoki, who collaborated on the core arrangements with Pater, along with string arrangements by Alex

Danson and those for wind and brass by Aaron Lington,
are nothing less than extraordinary examples of collective
ensemble work that inspires. Their interplay is top drawer
throughout this moving album. Above all, the CD depends
on Pater’s silky, painfully haunting vocals that, at times, recall Morgana King. With Aoki’s prodigious piano solo riffs
and the musicians, she shows she is a translucent jazz singer of the highest order. Beata Pater is a name to watch for as
she, hopefully, gains more exposure on the world jazz scene
where she belongs.
John Hoglund, Cabaret Scenes

“ She is one of the finest examples of what a
Jazz singer is all about.”
Beata Pater has just released her 9th CD entitled “TeT” and
it’s a beautiful piece of musical art. Backed by an 18-piece
band that includes a wind and brass double quartet, and a
double string quartet, Beata began playing violin at the age
of 6 and became “totally obsessed with the instrument”.
She was a serious student of classical music but at age
15 she joined a Funk/Jazz/Fusion band that enjoyed some
success while still living in her native Poland. Still looking
for something new, she moved to England to continue her
violin studies. While studying in England another opportunity arose in Japan. She was contracted to teach violin at
the Yamaha school for six months but stayed for 10 years.
All this instrumental training and experiment with genres allowed Beata to develop her singing voice and style from the
perspective of a highly trained instrumentalist. Beata uses
her voice as a finely tuned instrument and the results are
rich and satisfying. In fact, at times when I was listening to
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her CD, I almost forgot she was doing a vocal since the
sound of her voice was so soft and beautiful . She is one of
the finest examples of what a Jazz singer is all about. “Tet”
contains a selection of Jazz standards and original tunes
by contemporary composers. Each tune is beautifully and
musically done to the highest standards. Pater calls the
CD “TeT” because there are nine tunes on this recording
and “TeT” is the ninth letter of the Hebrew alphabet and the
symbol for the number 9. I have attached two “YouTubes”
for your listening pleasure. The first one is the classic Jazz
tune, “Little Sunflower” composed by Freddie Hubbard and
Al Jarreau. This is one of my favorite Jazz tunes and I loved
hearing my good friend who recently passed, Steve Madaio
play this on his Trumpet. Steve’s version was a lot faster
than Beata’s but both version are just terrific! The second
“YouTube” is an absolutely brilliant version of the Jazz standard “Invitation”. I know you will enjoy both!
Robert Nicosia, Music Man

“She achieves a sound between Miles Davis’s Birth of the Cool and Oliver Nelson’s
Blues and the Abstract Truth as realized by
the lovechild of Betty Carter and Mark Murphy. But Pater is like no other. Elastic and
malleable, hers is the new voice of jazz vocals.”
Beata Pater uses her learning and talent for progressing
her art. Dissatisfied with stylistic stasis, she is constantly
evolving into something more sophisticated and progressive. Tet, her ninth release, again finds the singer establishing new harmonic ground. Using an 18-piece orchestra with
wind and brass and string double quartets, sans drums, she
achieves a sound between Miles Davis’s Birth of the Cool
and Oliver Nelson’s Blues and the Abstract Truth as realized
by the lovechild of Betty Carter and Mark Murphy. But Pater
is like no other. Elastic and malleable, hers is the new voice
of jazz vocals.
C. Michael Bailey, Bailey’s Blog

and Chick Corea’s “Crystal Silence.” Cleverly putting a Brazilian lilt to “Old Devil Moon” she brings old world moods
and strings to a trio of Alan Chip White tunes, with “Strays”
a deep and penetrating piece, drawing you in with subtlety.
George Harris, JazzWeekly

“An exquisite set… Tet is simply a beautiful
offering and features highly impressive singing by Beata Pater.”
Vocalist Beata Pater offers an exquisite set on her latest recording titled Tet. Backed by an 18- piece ensemble, Beata
sings a selection of jazz standards and original compositions by such contemporary composers Freddie Hubbard,
Al Jarreau, Chick Corea and Neville Potter. Beata also produces and co-wrote the core arrangements for the recording with her pianist Hiromu Aoki. The string arrangements
which were beautifully written by Alex Danson and the wind
and brass arrangements were written by Aaron Lington.
Joined by several revered jazz and classical North Californian accompanists, Beata opens with an immaculate version of Freddie Hubbard’s “Little Sunflower” which highlights her beautiful soprano range on Al Jarreau’s lyrics, the
lovely string arrangements and the gorgeous piano solo
played by Hiromu Aoki. “Lazy Afternoon” is also beautifully
sung and here Beata captivates you, dear listener, in a lower
alto voice that flows alongside the lovely violin players and
pianist’s solo. Chick Corea’s “Crystal Silence” is given a
new interpretation that opens with exotic strings and now
includes lyrics by Neville Potter. Beata’s excellent soprano
makes this song a keeper.
Among the standards sequenced on the recording are upbeat versions of “Old Devil Moon” and “Invitation” as well
as three songs written by Alan “Chip” White. Overall, Tet is
simply a beautiful offering and features highly impressive
singing by Beata Pater.
Paula Edelstein, Sounds of Timeless Jazz

“Pater sings like an angel… her voice is light
“Vocalist Beata Pater creates a myriad of and soothing and it always sounds like it’s
moods on this album of originals and jazz located from somewhere out in the clouds.
standards… delicate, fragile and luminous, Bask in Pater’s untethered vocal style…this
drawing you in with subtlety.”
album is fascinating in a quiet way, like the
desert.”
Vocalist Beata Pater creates a myriad of moods on this album of originals and jazz standards. Her voice here is reminiscent of vintage Lani Hall, a bit nasally with a rich and subtle swing, and it works well on material like the creative and
Ellingtonian read of “Little Sunflower” which features Aaron
Lington’s bass clarinet. She’s delicate, fragile and luminous
with pianist Hiromu Aoki and a spacious “Lazy Afternoon”

There’s a huge pile of recordings of female vocalists on the
coffee table in my listening room right now, and Beata Pater‘s Tet has been sitting there for months, unnoticed. That
was a mistake since this Polish-born singer, also a classically trained violinist, sounds just different enough to emerge
from the pack as someone different and worthwhile. Pater
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isn’t concerned with being just a jazz singer, the kind who
takes all the classics from the Great American Songbook
and tries to put her stamp on it. From the opening notes of
Tet, her ninth album, Pater’s goal is obvious. Backed by a
lush orchestra and dreamy arrangements, Pater sings like
an angel. That’s not meant to be a cliche–her voice is light
and soothing and it always sounds like it’s located from
somewhere out in the clouds. That ethereal delivery is deliberate, but it is natural. Beata Pater has done a few things
to ensure that the nine songs on Tet float above the earth.
There are no drums on this album, which deconstructs the
idea of a big band jazz album. But as beautiful and easy
as it all sounds, there’s an edge to the music, a feeling that
there’s much going on underneath all that pretty. On her
last album, Fire Dance, Pater took a cue from the Cocteau Twins’ Elisabeth Fraser and concocted a female vocal
album without words. In other words, she’s not afraid of
taking risks within an otherwise comforting genre. On Tet,
Beata Pater concentrates on her wanderlust–her upbringing in Poland and how it centered around playing the violin
while the other kids were outside playing, her gravitation
toward funk and jazz fusion as she got older, and eventually
her years spent in Tokyo, the UK and the US. She’s lived in
the “Southern California desert” for the last decade or so,
which could be almost anywhere, and that physical environment informs so much of her music–enormous, spartan but
intriguing once you move in closer and see all the quiet details. Tet, if you didn’t already know, is the ninth letter of the
Hebrew alphabet, and the number 9 is represented by the
letter itself. There are nine tracks here, so it’s key that this
number, which often symbolizes creativity, has a specific
purpose here. These songs, rich with melody and invention,
have an uncanny way of invoking Beata Pater’s life experiences through both cultural touchstones and the specific
words that she utters. You can focus on that side of Tet, the
hidden layers of meaning, or you can bask in Pater’s untethered vocal style. Either way, this album is fascinating in a
quiet way, like the desert.
Marc Phillips, Part-Time Audiophile

“彼女は、
ヴァイオリニストの為か、彼女の歌は、
ヴァイオリン的なものを感じさせる。”

ハバードの
「Little Sunflower」
、
チック・コリアの
「Crystal Silence」等のコンテンポラリーな作者の歌を交えて細く頭に抜け
るような少しモーガナ・キングを思い出させる独特な声で歌う。
彼女は、
ヴァイオリニストの為か、
彼女の歌は、
ヴァイオリン的な
ものを感じさせる。大変ユニークで印象的な歌だ。随所で聞か
せる青木の色鮮やかなピアノ・ソロも注目。
（高田敬三）
Beata Pater was born in Poland and studied violin from the
age of four, and at the age of fifteen she was active in jazz
fusion bands, and continued to study classical violin in the
UK. During her 10 years living in Japan, she taught violin
at Yamaha, worked as a CBS Sony’s studio singer, worked
as a commercial and back-up singer, and at the same time
appeared as a jazz club with Hiromu Aoki (p), and many others. Today, she has moved to the suburbs of San Francisco,
and is an artist who is active in Japan regularly. This time,
she sings nine songs on her ninth album. TET is a Hebrew
word that represents 9 and is given a title from where it is a
symbol of creativity. The 18-piece big band with strings and
brass double quartets with piano and bass is the creative
arrangement of her and Aoki Hiromu in “Lazy Afternoon,”,
“Old Devil Moon”. Singing in a unique voice that reminds
me of a thin, slippery Morgana King, with songs by contemporary authors such as Freddie Hubbards “Little Sunflower”
and “Crystal Silence” by Chick Corea. She expresses herself feel like a violin, probably because of the violinist teachings in her background. It is a very unique and impressive
song. Attention is also focused on the colorful piano solo of
Aoki, which is heard everywhere.
Keizo Takada, Music Pen Club
“She

attempts to push her creativity further than ever… Pater has an interesting
wide-ranging voice, quite sweet on the first
track… on later tracks, the voice was much
more of a strong alto. Pater is also a classically trained violinist with a jazz sensibility,
which is obvious from this pleasing CD.”

Called Tet because there are 9 tunes on the album, ‘tet’ is the
9th letter of the Hebrew alphabet and the symbol for number
9. The singer explains that ‘tet’ is also symbolic of creativity,
ベアタ・パテルは、
ポーランド生まれ、4歳からヴァイオリンを習 a womb for creation. It’s Ms Pater’s ninth album on which
い、15歳の時、
ジャズフュージョン・バンドに参加して活躍、英 she attempts to push her creativity further than ever with
国でクラシックのヴァイオリンも続けて勉強していたという。
そ a selection of jazz standards and tunes by contemporary
の後、来日して10年程、
ヤマハでヴァイオリンを教えたり、CBS composers accompanied by an 18 piece ensemble (a douSony のスタジオ・シンガーとして、
コマーシャルやバック・アッ bletet?) without drums, in order to give a looser feel. Pater
プ・シンガーとして活躍、
同時にジャズ・クラブなどにも青木弘武 has an interesting wide-ranging voice, which sounded quite
（ｐ）等と出演している。今は、
サンフランシスコ近郊に居を移し sweet on the first track, a catchy Latin rhythmic Little Sunているが、定期的に日本でも活躍しているアーティストだ。今回 flower (pleasing alto flute and bass clarinet with the strings,
の作品は、彼女の9枚目のアルバムで９曲を歌っている。TETと and the bass keeping the rhythm); on later tracks, the voice
いうのは、ヘブライ語で９を表し、創造性のシンボルであるとこ was much more of a strong alto. Other standards included,
ろからタイトルがつけられたという。
ストリングスとブラスのダブ (as above) are a slow, atmospheric Crystal Silence, with
ル・カルテットにピアノとベースが加わる18人編成のビッグバン the strings prominent; Old Devil Moon (a lively Latin verドで彼女と青木弘武の創意あふれるアレンジで
「Lazy After- sion, repeated riff from the strings, and gentle scat singing.)
noon,」、
「Old Devil Moon」等のスタンダードにフレディー・ The contemporary songs were all new to me, I Feel You (Bill
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Cantos); The Contessa, Strays, Ode To Max, all written by
Alan ‘Chip’ White. That last song is a tribute to Max Roach.
There are skilled piano solos on most tracks, for instance, I
Feel You has a piano and bass opening, and is a rich, deepvoiced love song. Beata Pater is Polish and widely travelled,
having lived in England and Japan, toured in the USA and
now lives in San Francisco - her musical vision influenced
by her travels. Experienced in many other kinds of singing
such as pop and TV commercials, Pater is also a classically
trained violinist with a jazz sensibility, which is obvious from
this pleasing CD.

adventure… lively pacing, and superb arrangements of the
piece are the hallmarks!
I give Beata a MOST HIGHLY RECOMMENDED rating, with
an “EQ” (energy quotient) score of 4.99… learn more, and
watch for the pre-sale, on Beata’s website
Dick Metcalf, Contemporary Fusion Reviews

Ann Alex, Bebop Spoken Here

“Eternal allure… The thing about Beata Pater’s magical vocals is that she is TOTALLY
unique, and you’ll find (as I have) that her
work is timeless…”
“No boundaries magical jazz vocals Beata
Pater – Tet:”
The thing about Beata Pater’s magical vocals is that she is
TOTALLY unique, and you’ll find (as I have) that her work
is timeless… I didn’t find any LIVE videos from the current
album, but to illustrate her eternal allure, be sure to watch
the video below…
…there are a lot of videos posted, so be sure you SUBSCRIBE to Beata’s YouTube channel, where you’ll find hours
worth of her high quality entertainment… I did.
I reviewed her in issue # 165, and was just astounded by
her “non-lyrical” work there… I’ve no doubt you will be as
well… on the new release, the opener, “Little Sunflower”
(lyrics by Al Jarreau) makes the purchase of the entire album
worth it (you won’t find samples yet, as this doesn’t release
until May, 2019… I will come back and add them in as soon
as I’m told they are available). Lively players compliment her
vocal wizardry, and will hold you absolutely spellbound for
the entire 5:22 length of the track!
As always, Beata “pushes the envelope”, and songs like
“Crystal Silence” illustrate her ability to wrap you in her vocal spell… the violin and strings lend the tune a quite melancholy aura… I highly recommend you listen to this one
(as well as all the others) with your headphones on, so you
can catch every little nuance of her intriguing performance.
The bass intro to “I Feel You” is definitely in the “most mellow zone”, and when Beata weaves her vocal into the piece,
it’s almost like she’s “talking” with the bass… I believe this
song will be getting MAJOR airplay on stations ’round the
globe.
It didn’t take me long to determine that Beata’s performance
on Burton Lane’s “Old Devil Moon” is my absolute favorite
of the nine amazing jazz vocals she offers up for your aural

“A delectable palette of goodies for millennials who wish they were around back in the
day. Quite a satisfying session.”
BEATA PATER/Tet: “For someone with pretty much of a
mainstream ‘real life‘ Pater has made a real point of showing off her art chick side when it comes to making records.
If you’re familiar with her back catalog, you’ll see she’s still
an art chick but she’s taking her vibe in a whole different
direction. Coming in as a left leaning jazz singing thrush, Pater goes old and new at the same time serving up a delectable palette of goodies for millennials who wish they were
around back in the day. Quite a satisfying session that pulls
together her various sides nicely, this bag breaker has loads
of good stuff on the ball throughout.”
Chris Spector Midwest Records
“Tet” by Beata Pater shines with startling art-

istry”

“Beautiful interpretations and lush renderings permeate
“Tet.” While there is much about this album to warrant mul-
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tiple spins, the songs “Little Sunflower” and “I Feel You” are
arguably the best examples of the shapes and sounds that
Pater’s voice can take. Her flexibility is impressive and the
full roster of musicians never overwhelm the vocals.”
Violinist turned vocalist Beata Prater presents her ninth album, “Tet” (stylized “TET”). “Tet” is the Hebrew word for
nine. The number is significant to the album: there are nine
songs on the recording, it matches Pater’s number of recordings and as Pater explains “it is symbolic of creativity, a
vessel which holds something within, a womb for creation.
Goodness is hidden with in it.”
On “Tet,” Pater delves into classic and contemporary jazz.
She is backed by an 18-piece ensemble that includes a
wind and brass double quartet and a double string quartet. The overall sound will remind listeners of the big band
sound. The quality is rich, even lush, and plays well with
Pater’s qualities as a vocalist.
While there is much about this album to warrant multiple
spins, the songs “Little Sunflower” and “I Feel You” are arguably the best examples of the shapes and sounds that
Pater’s voice can take. Her flexibility is impressive and the
full roster of musicians never overwhelm the vocals.
About Beata Pater
A native of Poland, Prater began her journey to professional
musicianship as a violin-obsessed child. She began playing
at age 6. Pater recalls, “My childhood was different than the
other kids. When everyone else was playing outside, I was
inside, practicing my music. I was totally obsessed with the
violin.”
That obsession led to Pater becoming a serious student of
classical music, but she frustrated her parents and teachers when she joined a funk/jazz/fusion band at age 15. The
band garnered some success around Poland and even
managed a few recordings.
But, always on the lookout for a challenge, Pater went to
England to continue her violin studies. While there, she
learned of another opportunity that took her to Japan where
she got a job as a violin teacher at the Yamaha school. She
would live in Japan for 10 years, and in addition to teaching
music, Pater also found work as a studio singer for CBS.
She could be heard in commercials, movies, on television
and as a backup singer for a pop band. Her career morphed
again when Pater found herself performing with Japanese
and American musicians. The band played American-style
acoustic jazz.
In 1995, Pater moved to the US, first settling in San Francisco before moving to the deserts of Southern California in
2006, where she has lived ever since.
Pater recorded her first album in Japan in 1993. Her subsequent work was recorded in the US.

On her last album, “Fire Dance,” Pater only used her voice
as an instrument. She did not scat, but wordlessly told stories in song. The artful approach continues to impress audiences. Now, on “Tet,” Pater uses words and audiences are
just as likely to be impressed.
“Tet”: soundscapes and style
Typically, descriptions of albums delve into what stands out
on recordings. On “Tet” so much “stands out” that it is difficult to know where to begin.
First, the instrumentation does not include drums. And
while it is true that some jazz artists might only use a piano,
the lack of drums places the onus of rhythm, or groove on
other instruments, perhaps where listeners do not expect
it. The result is music that feels like liquid. Bass notes pull
like heavy drops bulging before falling. The entire ensemble
often feels kinetic like a small body of water rippling.
Second, there is Pater’s voice. The trained violinist sometimes uses her natural instrument in the same ways a violinist might work the interaction of bow and strings for effect.
The ends of lines sometimes have a vibrato that is more
felt than heard. And, even on songs that do not have that
particular effect, the unexpected vibrato shows up in the
middle of phrases and the effect is artful and adds beauty
each time it appears. This is easily heard on “I Feel You.”
There is such a shift in Pater’s vocalizations from song one
(“Little Sunflower”) to “I Feel You” and “Invitation” that the
varying dynamics might make listeners pause. Just when
audiences are sure they understand Pater’s register and
skillset, she does something else. For example, when she
uses her voice as part of the instrumentation on “Invitation.”
The technique displays Pater’s unique approach to music
and her musician (violinist) approach to playing with an ensemble.
Beautiful interpretations and lush renderings permeate
“Tet.” The album will be available May 10, 2019.
Dodie Miller-Gould, Lemonwire

“Beata Pater has surrounded herself with
outstanding musicians who play beautifully
behind her unique and one-of-a-kind voice.
She is the epitome of jazz, in her own delightful way.”
This is Beata Pater’s ninth CD release and “Tet,” the album
title, is the ninth letter of the Hebrew alphabet, as well as
the symbol for nine. In numerology it stands for completion.
Beata Pater explained her description of “Tet.”
“It is symbolic of creativity; a vessel which holds something
within a womb for creation. Goodness is hidden within it.”
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Opening with the Freddie Hubbard gem of a tune, “Little
Sunflower”, Beata Pater’s smoky voice tenderly caresses
his song. There is something about this vocalists’ voice that
creates a signature sound, much like the great Morgana
King or the memorable Shirley Horn. Once you hear Beata
Pater, you will remember her sound. She has a unique tremolo, along with her rich alto tones that suddenly soar into a
sweet, second soprano. She slides sleepily and laid-back
up and down the scale on “It’s a Lazy Afternoon.”

around back in the day. Quite a satisfying session that pulls
together her various sides nicely, this bag breaker has loads
of good stuff on the ball throughout.”
Chris Spector, Midwest Records

Pater’s vocalization is hypnotic. Hiromu Aoki’s piano solo
tinkles the upper register, with the string ensemble beautifully cushioning their arrangement. It’s an intriguing arrangement that highlights Beata Pater’s vocals, expertly
framing the colorful tones of her voice. There’s also the hint
of an accent to uniquely make her style unforgettable. She
tackles some challenging melodies on this album like Chick
Corea’s “Crystal Silence” and the haunting song, “Invitation.” Alex Danson’s string arrangements are stunning, as
are the rhythm section arrangements that Hiromu Aoki and
Beata created. As a violinist herself, Beata Pater pulls from
her multi-musical talents and worldwide experiences. After
all, she draws from Polish roots, has lived in England, and
spent a decade in Japan. Currently, she has settled in San
Francisco.
On this project, she scats and plays with the familiar “Old
Devil Moon” tune, making it one of the few up-tempo arrangements she offers us. With her serious classical studies and playing concert violin for several years in her native Poland, she brings a fresh face to these old standards,
perhaps thinking more like a violinist than a vocalist. During
the ten years she spent playing, teaching and performing in
Japan, she met Aoki, who is one of Tokyo’s top, first-call accompanist for singers. They work well together, with neither
afraid to jump off the mountain top without a parachute.
In celebration of her album title, Beata Pater has recorded
nine songs and puts her own stamp on each one. This project is a tribute to modern jazz singing and arranging. Beata
Pater has surrounded herself with outstanding musicians
who play beautifully behind her unique and one-of-a-kind
voice. She is the epitome of jazz, in her own delightful way.
Dee Dee McNeil, Musical Memoirs

“A delectable palette of goodies for millennials who wish they were around back in the
day. Quite a satisfying session.”
BEATA PATER/Tet: “For someone with pretty much of a
mainstream ‘real life‘ Pater has made a real point of showing off her art chick side when it comes to making records.
If you’re familiar with her back catalog, you’ll see she’s still
an art chick but she’s taking her vibe in a whole different
direction. Coming in as a left leaning jazz singing thrush, Pater goes old and new at the same time serving up a delectable palette of goodies for millennials who wish they were

Reviews of Fire Dance
★★★★ Downbeat Four Stars ★★★★
“Excitingly new… Beata Pater does not utter a word throughout the 11 songs on Fire
Dance, opting instead to sing wordless vocals. It’s a bold, daring choice—and it pays
off.”
“Polish-born Beata Pater does not utter a word throughout
the 11 songs on Fire Dance, opting instead to sing wordless vocals. It’s a bold, daring choice—and it pays off. Now
based in Californian, Pater overdubs or layers her voice on
every song to as many as 16 times, creating a unique sound
as a sort of one-woman choir. She recruits some talented
people to enhance her unique project, beginning with composer-pianist Alex Danson, who penned all 11 songs. Pater
filled in the spaces with Arabian, Northern African and European music, predominately highly expressive folk songs
that range from haunting to joyous. A natural soprano, Pater
seems capable of moving easily down the scale all the way
to bass. She frequently sings in rat-a-tat staccato, which
has the feel of jazz scatting, especially as she plays with
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consonants as many scat-singers do. She is backed by a
solid septet: soprano saxophonist Sam Newsome, tenor
saxophonist Anton Schwartz, baritone saxophonist Aaron
Lington, keyboardist Scott Collard, bassist Aaron Germain,
drummer Alan Hall and percussionist Brian Rice. The opening “Curse Of The Locust,” an enjoyable, rhythmic tune, is
our introduction to something excitingly new.”
Bob Protzman - Downbeat

folk strains to Moroccan “gnawa” music and the Ukraine’s
“DakhaBrakha” sound. Pater’s voice serves as a woodwind
section all its own. She can sound like an oboe or alto flute.
Hey, she may not be singing words but this gal is wildly expressive all the same as she slides, slips, flies, flutters and
grunts in a primal yet sophisticated language all her own.
Mike Greenblatt - Aquarian Weekly

“…absolutely delightful. Ms. Pater and Alex
“Beata’s true jazz vocal talent just SHINES Danson the composer have come up with
through… you are in the presence of an ab- fully integrated, interesting, tuneful, well
thought out music.”
solute vocal master.”
Another absolutely JOYFUL excursion into jazz vocal land…
Beata has been reviewed here a couple of times before,
most recently in issue # 142, and (as on previous releases),
she’s outdone herself again! Just scope out the high-energy
title track, “Fire Dance“, to hear why I get so excited every
time she puts out a new album… there’s nothing “mysterious”, it’s just her inner spirit’s joy being expressed in a totally
professional way through her superb vocals! The eleven alloriginal tunes were penned by composer/pianist Alex Danson, specifically for Beata to apply her vocal magic to… actually, all you have to listen to is the tune “Harvest Season”
to realize that you are in the presence of an absolute vocal
master (the tune is short, though, so you will have to use
your repeat button/key often – as did I)! My personal favorite
track is titled “Curse of the Locust“, and opens the CD…
Beata’s true jazz vocal talent just SHINES through on this
great song, and ensures that she certainly merits the MOST
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED I’m giving her (and her musical
cohorts, as well), with an “EQ” (energy quotient) rating of
4.99! Get more information on this totally enchanting singer
at Beata’s page for this album.
Dick Metcalf - Improvijazzation Nation

“Genius does what genius wants and although that word has been bandied about
way too often, it’s apt here as wordless vocalist Beata Pater is engulfed in a Fire Dance
of her own creation”
Genius does what genius wants and although that word has
been bandied about way too often, it’s apt here as wordless vocalist Beata Pater is engulfed in a Fire Dance (B&B
Records) of her own creation. Well, actually composer Alex
Danson had a little something to do with it as well since
he wrote it all. Pater’s fifth CD has her producing her seven
sidemen on Danson’s 11 originals but the arrangement of her
vocals is key. Overdubbed on some tracks by as many as 16
layers of her own voice from bass to soprano, buoyed by a
three-sax front line plus keys, bass, drums and percussion,
it’s a soulful exotic world-beat festival moving and grooving from the Middle East, North Africa and Eastern Europe

“I was prepared to be disappointed by this music which was
described as wordless vocals, ‘pushing the envelope of vocal artistry’. There was also a very wordy enclosure describing the music, which is sometimes a bad sign, but the music
turned out to be absolutely delightful. Ms Pater and Alex
Danson the composer have come up with fully integrated,
interesting, tuneful, well thought out music, much of it influenced by eastern folk elements, but still suitable to be called
jazz, perhaps world jazz would be an appropriate term. Listeners shouldn’t be put off by the track titles; Curse Of The
Locusts; Daylight Saving; Sand Dunes; Harvest Season; Fire
Dance; The Princess; Round Dance; Flashback; The Quest;
Reaping Spell; Ritual. There is a loose narrative feel to the
whole work.
The voice is one of the instruments of the band, often in the
lead, and enhanced by multi-tracking, so the vocals are not
scat at all, but are a well-integrated part of the whole. There
is a rhythmic thrust which is influenced by North African and
Eastern European music. Curse of the Locusts opens with
jungle-like drums, then a staccato vocal, a jazz tune moving
along well, then the saxes enter, sounding a bit like insects,
and the track ends with a kind of resolution with pleasing
overdubbed voices. Harvest Season has a peasant dance
rhythm, full of joy; The Princess is a drifting, dreamy piece,
lots of keys soloing, followed by a very free falling soprano
sax. Flashback gives us a drone, eastern sounding vocals,
shakers on the percussion, rounded off with jazzy keys.
Reaping Spell has constant repetition, like the spell, and Ritual is layered, punchy and vocal driven. The instrumentalists
are all well up to the mark. This is Ms Pater’s fifth album – her
previous work has been mostly re-imagined jazz standards,
and after hearing this album, I’d guess that the previous CDs
are well worth the listening.”
Ann Alex - Bebop Spoken Here

“The multi-tracked vocals sometimes have a
classic vocal jazz ensemble sound that may
remind some of The Swingle Singers or Manhattan Transfer, while the overdubbed wordless sounds may remind some of Bobby Mc-
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Ferrin, but for much of “Fire Dance“, Pater has
crafted a sound that is unique to this album.”
Beata Pater’s first five albums could be called ‘typical’ vocal
jazz albums, as they featured the usual mix of standards
and originals. That’s not to say her vocal approach has not
been inspired, instead, she has received high marks for her
flexible and fluid style, but no previous album she has made
could prepare her followers for her latest, “Fire Dance”. On
this new one, Pater employed Alex Danson to write eleven
new originals, which Pater then arranged for multiple wordless vocal overdubs supported by a saxophone trio and a
four piece electric rhythm section. The end result is a sort
of modern big band made up mostly of Pater’s voice multitracked up to sixteen times on some cuts. The multi-tracked
vocals sometimes have a classic vocal jazz ensemble sound
that may remind some of The Swingle Singers or Manhattan
Transfer, while the overdubbed wordless sounds may remind
some of Bobby McFerrin, but for much of “Fire Dance“, Pater has crafted a sound that is unique to this album.
Musically this album pulls from a variety of styles including
modern RnB, post bop and fusion from the Middle East,
North Africa, and Eastern Europe. The end result is sometimes similar to Weather Report in the late 70s, or any of Joe
Zawinul’s bands since WR. Imagine the Swingle Singers covering classic Weather Report material and you might have
a clue as to what is going on here. Along with Pater’s lead
vocals, the saxophonists occasionally take short solos, and
even exchange in free three way interplay on a couple cuts.

“wordless vocals.” This is not scat and it is not vocalese. It
is Pater using her voice as an equal ensemble member. She
melds well with soprano saxophonist Sam Newsome, tenor
saxophonist Anton Schwartz and baritone saxophonist Aaron
Lington. This is very contemporary fare that is certainly enjoyable. All the eleven pieces are composed by Romanian born,
California-based Alex Danson, bearing a distinctly crisp and
precise contemporary character sure to please any Pater fan.
C. Michael Bailey - All About Jazz

“Different shade, different hues, Beata extends the possibilities of the human voice.”
Having joined the throngs of fans of Beata Pater and reviewing her previous albums BLUE and RED and GOLDEN LADY
you’d think the wonders of this artist’s voice and talent would
not surprise. But that is simply not the case. Beata Pater has
taken a delightful turn into another sublime direction with
FIRE DANCE. She returns to the luxury of a backup ensemble
to create an enthralling gem of an album, filled with emotional
intensity and rich lyricism.
Beata Pater is a Polish born international jazz star, but a star
with her own language of music. Classically trained as a violinist in the Music Academy of Warsaw, Pater understands
rhythm, pitch, the vocalise, and the juxtaposition of musical
lines better than many of our finest classical musicians, and
yet she employs all of these traits to her unique gifts as a jazz

The make or break on here is Pater’s approach to wordless
vocals. No doubt this was a very risky record to make, many
have a right to fear what an album based around wordless
vocals might sound like, but “Fire Dance” is a success due
to a very careful use of vocal sounds that never become
annoying or embarrassing. Pater is also careful to never
overuse the so-called ‘scatting’ technique, a decision that
saves this album from potential indulgence. Instead, all of
the multi-tracked vocals on here are carefully arranged,
much like a complex big band chart. Top tracks include two
beautifully abstract numbers that appear in the middle of the
CD, title track “Fire Dance” and “The Princess”. Both feature
soaring vocals that recall a pre-Renaissance European style,
as well as a classic Middle Eastern sound.
John Sanders -Jazz Music Archives

“very contemporary fare that is certainly
enjoyable.…a distinctly crisp and precise
contemporary character sure to please any
Pater fan.”
I have only been called out (by name) by another music writer
once. But that once was over my review of Beata Pater’s Red
(B&B Records, 2013), where my fellow scribe claimed I had reduced the artist’s performance to, ...”a gimmick with a pulse.”
That said, Pater releases Fire Dance into her own vacuum. Pater specializes in, for lack of a better term, what can be called
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singer. Rather than concentrating on lyrics Pater instead
puts her abilities to the test of communicating a song’s
meaning through simply using her rather incredible instrument of a voice to produce musical lines instrumentally. She
is one unique artist. She has the most creative expanse of
musical sounds she can create simply with using her voice
to stretch where others dare not go. The result is an aural
experience like no other. The voice here becomes the lead
instrument challenging her fellow musicians to ride as high
as she dares to go.
The ensemble is Beata Pater – vocals, Sam Newsome soprano sax, Anton Schwartz - tenor sax, Aaron Lington baritone sax, Scott Collard – keys, Aaron Germain – bass,
Alan Hall – drums, and Brian Rice – percussion.
The tracks are Curse of the Locust, Daylight Savings, Sand
Dunes, Harvest Season, Fire Dance, The Princess, Round
Dance, Flash Back, The Quest, Reaping Spell, and Ritual.
Different shade, different hues, Beata extends the possibilities of the human voice.
by Grady Harp, Amazon

“Tasty stuff that takes jazz vocal to some
new places, this is a set that moves creative
music forward. “
The wordless vocalist is changing it up this time around.
The songs are all originals, she’s using vocal overdubs and
did the production herself. The result is a more well produced version of what you would typically get from a hippie/
art chick and her jazzy pals. This set resides in the out of
the ordinary/accessible realm and can easily fill the bill as
a summer sunset outing. Tasty stuff that takes jazz vocal to
some new places, this is a set that moves creative music
forward. Check it out.
Chris Spector, Midwest Record

“presents yet another aspect of this multifaceted artist’s work”
An earlier album by Beata Pater, Golden Lady (BB 0419),
reviewed here, featured her singing a pleasing selection of
well-known yet underused songs with just piano and bass
accompaniment. On this new release, she sings a collection
of wordless songs, all of them originals by Alex Danson,
and for these she is joined by a seven-piece band. Rhythmically varied, the music touches on eastern Europe, the
Middle East and north Africa, all cloaked in American concepts, including contemporary R&B and jazz/funk. Beata’s
vocal sound, soft and intimate, draws the listener in and despite the absence of words succeeds in creating a warmly
intimate and lyrical air. The nature of the songs heard here
showcases Beata’s musical skill, honed though training as
a violinist at Warsaw’s Music Academy, and also as a session singer in Japan. The singer’s accompanists here are
saxophonists Sam Newsome, Anton Schwartz, Aaron Lington, keyboard player Scott Collard, bassist Aaron Germain,
drummer Alan Hall, and percussionist Brian Rice. Adding
immeasurably to the texture of these performances, use is
made by Beata of multi-tracking, thus creating a highly effective vocal chorale. The absence of lyrics enhances the
Beata’s role as a fully integrated member of the ensemble,
her voice being used instrumentally. An attractive album
that presents yet another aspect of this multi-faceted artist’s work.
Bruce Crowther, Jazz Mostly

“her concept is fresh and Pater’s vocal intonation is stellar”
Pater’s concept is to utilize her extraordinary vocal range
and sing multi-parts, from deep alto to high soprano, sometimes using as many as sixteen studio tracks to accomplish
her determined goal.…her concept is fresh and Pater’s vocal intonation is stellar.
This project is unusual in that the artist’s vocals are used
entirely like an instrument; no words spoken nor stories
unfolding. This is comfortable background music that explores the art of scatting with the concentration on melody
rather than storytelling. Beata Pater uses vocal layering as a
technique to interpret eleven compositions. She invited Alex
Danson to the project as her unique and gifted composer.
Pater’s concept is to utilize her extraordinary vocal range
and sing multi-parts, from deep alto to high soprano, sometimes using as many as sixteen studio tracks to accomplish
her determined goal. At times, her sound reminds me of
someone using a vocoder or vocal harmonizing device. According to the liner notes, Ms. Pater would rather be considered a lead instrumentalist than a vocalist, flipping the idea
upside down that a jazz group has to simply support the
singer. Instead, she melts her unique vocals into the worldmusic stew pot, becoming the meat of the matter. Yes, I said
‘World Music’ because this is not Be-bop, like Manhattan
Transfer, or ‘Swing ‘ Jazz. The Danson compositions lend
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themselves to various cultures and musical credos. There’s
nothing “Straight Ahead” here, but rather a comfortable
blend of easy listening, instrumental productions. You might
easily hear this recording on a World Music program, NPR,
or alternative and smooth jazz stations. From an artistic
perspective, I appreciate Beata Pater’s desire to color her
music outside the designated lines and vocally step outside
the box. However, as a lover of jazz and improvisation, and
because improvisation is one of the most important facets
of jazz music, the structured way this project is recorded
appears more classical than spontaneous; especially when
it comes to the vocals. Additionally, I miss hearing a story
or lyrics delivered emotionally by the vocalist. Without the
use of a vocoder, I wonder how this concept could be reproduced on concert stages as a ‘live’ performance. However,
as a recorded project, her concept is fresh and Pater’s vocal
intonation is stellar.
Dee Dee McNeil, Musical Memoirs

umph and thus evolutionary progress. Pater's subjects are
well off the beaten path, providing perfect vehicles for her
carefully wrought creative journeys. Poet Maya Angelou's
moody "Turned to Blue" displays Pater's arsenal of slurs,
sways and glissandos all existing in harmony with the exceptional pianism of Hiromu Aoki, whose understated approach rests on the same rarefied plane as that of Pater.
Pater's vocals are delicate and cinematic on Oscar CastroNeves' "I Live to Love You" and creamy roux-rich on Gordon Jenkins' "This is All I Ask."
Aoki's informed piano bears discussion in his facility to use
very simple rhythmic constructs to direct a song's dramatic
content. On the disc opener, "Wild is the Wind," fashions
his support around two sudden chord voicings forming a
mantra giving Pater an entire sonic neighborhood to walk
around in. On the closing "A Little Tear," Aoki and bassist
Buca Necak establish a more complex repeating figure that
propels Pater's most forthright singing, lyrically and nonlyrically. Pater's instrumental support is perfection. This is a
fine vocal disc indeed, much in the same pioneering mode
as Lisa Sokolov's fine Presence (Self Produced, 2004) and
stands as its natural evolution.
by C. Michael Bailey - AllAboutMusic.com

JazzWeekly.com - George W. Harris

Golden Lady Reviews
AllAboutJazz.com - C. Michael Bailey

Beata Pater's vocal expertise is about shape, texture and
the nuance informing both. Pater's B&B Records colorinspired trilogy, Black (2006), Blue (2011) and Red (2013)
was a critically well-received series that demonstrated the
singers mastery of wordless singing in a large band format,
pushing the creative envelope to the edge of its capacity.
Pater's self-claimed influences include Ella Fitzgerald,Sarah
Vaughan and Shirley Horn. But the spirit of Betty Carter permeates this disc in the durable elasticity that supports Pater's adventurous voice.
How Pater sings is a high-wire method. She constantly
takes artistic chances with her phrasing, always meeting tri-

If you’re wanting something less like Diana Krall, and more
like Betty Carter, look no further than Beata Pater. This latest
release has her with the Spartan accompaniment of Hiromu
Aoki/p and Buca Necak/b, and they both do a yeoman’s
job of creating either incessant rhythms or impressionistic
backdrops. Penetrating chords create a foundation for Pater’s cabaret style on “Wild is the Wind” while “The Day It
Rained” is a lonely balled with sparse and vulnerable drapery. She takes lyrics and stretches them like an elastic band,
toying with them on “Turned to Blue” or “If You Went Away.”
With dripping bass and drums she goes in and out of time
on the dripping title tune, and aches on “This Is All I Ask.”
Highly emotional without histrionics-a rare breed these
days.
George W. Harris

O's Jazz Magazine Review - Golden Lady
gets 4/4
If you were to listen to this CD without knowing the owner
of the soulful vocal tones, you'd never guess this to be Polish-born Beata Pater. But those who know her work would
sit down, smile and enjoy the performance. Pater has sung
Brazilian bossa nova, vocalese and traditional jazz and in
each case done it with splendor. She has lived in Japan for a
decade and recently formed a trio with pianist Aoki Hiromu
and bassist Buca Necak. Their sound is soft and inviting
over eleven pop tunes highlighted by "A Little Tear". Beata
does remarkable things with her voice making the recording
dynamic and inviting.
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O's Jazz Magazine issue 20/2 - author D. Oscar Groomes

JazzMostly.com - 5 Star review

Unlike her three most recent albums, Black, Blue and Red,
here Beata Pater sings with minimal accompaniment, just
piano and bass, and the result is a delicately imaginative
reworking of a nicely varied selection of songs. On those
previous albums, as well as others that have been appearing since the early 1990s, Beata demonstrated her comprehensive musical skills. Trained as a violinist at Warsaw’s
Music Academy, she came to the USA from Poland with an
established following, not only in her native Poland but also
in Japan, where she spent a valuable decade as a session
singer, club performer and also fronted her own groups.
Among the well-known but by no means overdone songs
reinvented here are Wild Is The Wind, Save Your Love For
Me, Golden Lady, This Is All I Ask and Someone To Light Up
My Life. There are also several less well-known songs that
are especially suited to the singer’s thoughtful understanding, including Maya Angelou’s Turned To Blue and Oscar
Castro-Neves’s I Live To Love You. Beata sings all of these
songs, familiar and neglected, in her soft, gentle and persuasive voice, a vocal sound that is flexible and constantly
finds the subtleties of the lyricists’ intentions and the composers’ melodic charms. Beata’s accompanists here are
pianist Hiromu Aoki and her longtime musical associate,
bassist Buca Necak, both of whom add immeasurably to
the many delights of this set.
Bruce Crowther

Chuvy - za każdym razem głos Beaty cechuje lekkość frazowania, niezwykła staranność interpretacyjna oraz emocjonalne podejście do kompozycji. W kilku przypadkach jak
wspomnianym „Golden Lady”, „Wild Is The Wind” Neda
Washingtona i Dimitri Tiomkina, można błędnie uwierzyć, iż
są to piosenki specjalnie napisane dla Pater.
„I Don’t Remember Ever Growing Up” Artie Butlera, według
mnie absolutnie odchodzi od wzorowego dotychczas wykonania Andy Williamsa. Beata reinterpretuje ożywiając a do
tego ma niebywały dar, który pozwala jej tchnąć nowe życie
w czasem skostniałe już kompozycje.
Niebagatelną rolę w całym tym przedsięwzięciu odgrywa
sprawdzony duet ulubionych muzyków artystki. Hiromu
Aoki na fortepianie i Buca Necak na kontrabasie nie tylko
współtowarzyszą ale jeśli tylko nadarza się okazja, przejmują
rolę muzycznych wirtuozów, tak jak dzieje się to w „This Is
All I Ask” z Aoki a w „Someone To Light Up My Life” Aoki z
Necakiem. Antonio Carlos Jobim w tym snującym się i lekko
„przydymionym” barowym ekstraktem wykonaniu, także na
długo zostaje w pamięci.
„Golden Lady” Beaty Pater to jedna z najciekawszych polskich pozycji minionego roku. Szkoda, że tak trudno w
Polsce dostępna.
Podobno w szufladzie wokalistki, czekają na publikacje
kolejne odsłony akustycznych nagrań tria. Nie mogę
doczekać się na ich ciąg dalszy.
Adam Dobrzyński, Jazz Forum

“Są tacy artyści, których ciągle się uczymy.
Z różnych powodów, choć ten najważniejszy
to zaskakiwanie. A twórczość Beaty Pater
taka nieprzewidywalna właśnie jest.”

Są tacy artyści, których ciągle się uczymy. Z różnych powodów, choć ten najważniejszy to zaskakiwanie. A twórczość
Beaty Pater taka nieprzewidywalna właśnie jest.
Po serii „kolorowej” „Black”, „Blue” oraz „Red”, która wcale
nie została zamknięta, tym razem postanowiła interpretować
standardy w oprawie akustycznej. Często minimalistycznej,
delikatnej, wręcz ulotnej.
To bardzo eklektyczna płyta. Tytułowe „Golden Lady” to
nagranie pożyczone od Stevie’ego Wondera z płyty „Innervisions” z 1973 roku, tej samej, z której pochodzą jego
przeboje „Too High”, „Living For The City” czy „Higher
Ground”. W niedawno udzielonym mi wywiadzie, artystka podkreślała, że wybór utworu z jego dorobku to rzecz
karkołomna, nieoczekiwana i nigdy wcześniej nie sądziła, że
kiedykolwiek odważy się zaśpiewać jego kompozycję. Jednak efekt finalny, poprzez dodanie własnych partii melodycznych, całej aranżacji i kompozycji, wyszedł fantastycznie.
Czy będzie to swingujący „Save You Love For Me” pióra
Buddy’ego Johnsona, czy przejmujące „The Day It Rained”
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"Pater approaches from the Mel Torme side of
the house, West Coast Cooling down with a
generous sidecar of Nina Simone"

I needed nothing more than to spot Wild is the Wind as the lead
track to immediately interest me in Beata Pater's latest, Golden
Lady. When Bowie covered the mournful song, I about lost my
cool, such a righteous version! (but then ALL of Station to Station was killer). But where the Thin White Duke took it over the
top, Pater approaches from the Mel Torme side of the house,
West Coast Cooling down with a generous sidecar of Nina Simone, who also cut a great version in '64. And as opposed to the
Red disc (here), Lady takes things to the trio level—just voice,
piano, and bass, often enough just piano and voice.
Where Red was, as I opined, a colorful cocktail album, Lady is
the gin 'n tonic side of the singer, a window on a pier-side dive at
midnight, neon lights flashing discreetly outside, a balmy wind
breezing past the doorway, and a roomful of clinking glasses
and murmured conversations sounding as the audience drinks
in the ambiance. I Don't Remember Growing Up departs from
that for a moment, a Sting-ish reading of Artie Butler's old tune.
The title cut, of course, is Stevie Wonder's great opus, one of
many the cat wrote, here taken down to a fundament even Stevie never exposed, a wistful reading transitioning from dance
floor escapade to romantic ballad.
Jobim's Someone to Light Up my Life swims across the Gulf
to rest on hip Texo-Floridian shores, lolling in the fading sun.
Throughout the disc, Hiromi Aoki's keys are mellifluous and
beautiful, slightly complementing and then subtly offshading
Pater's readings in excellent copacetic contrast, and take that
Jobim cut as a prime example, my fave cut by the way. Beata
pulls all kinds of sonic garrulities and taffy-soft elasticities without ever becoming demonstrative in the least, an evocation
Chet Baker woulda swooned for. You can almost hear her wink
and smile. And if you picked up Red, be prepared for a very
pleasant surprise from the other side of town.

"5.0 out of 5 stars - Different shades, different
hues - Extending the Possibilities of the Human Voice"

Having joined the throngs of fans of Beata Pater and reviewing
her previous album BLUE and RED you'd think the wonders
of this artist's voice and talent would not surprise. But that is
simply not the case. Beata Pater has taken a delightful turn
into another sublime direction with Golden Lady. No longer
feeling the need for the big sound Beata has turned to a pair of
longtime collaborators - pianist Hiromu Aoki and bassist Buca
Necak - to create an enthralling gem of an album, filled with
emotional intensity and rich lyricism.
Beata Pater is a Polish born international jazz star, but a star
with her own language of music. Classically trained as a violinist in the Music Academy of Warsaw, Pater understands
rhythm, pitch, the vocalise, and the juxtaposition of musical
lines better than many of our finest classical musicians, and
yet she employs all of these traits to her unique gifts as a jazz
singer. Rather than concentrating on lyrics Pater instead puts
her abilities to the test of communicating a song's meaning
through simply using her rather incredible instrument of a voice
to produce musical lines instrumentally. She is one unique artist. She has the most creative expanse of musical sounds she
can create simply with using her voice to stretch where others
dare not go. The result is an aural experience like no other. The
voice here becomes the lead instrument challenging her fellow
musicians to ride as high as she dares to go.
Gold, golden, illuminating, intimate. Just sit back and be seduced by this extraordinary lady.
Grady Harp - Amazon staff jazz review

Mark Tucker - AccousticMusic.com

"Totally Hot"

In which we find Pater trying a new brand of special sauce,
totally changing her vibe and sound, and if nothing else, she
shows how less is more. Dumping the big band for a piano
and bass, Pater has found that spot where Chaka Khan meets
eastern Europe for a wildly sexy spin. Deftly mixing cabaret,
performance art vibes and 50s black, chick singer moves, this
set handily turns everything topsy turvy giving your expectations a real kick in the pants. If you’re not impressed with the
bitching today’s 17 to 23 year olds pass off as singing the
blues about life these days, this world wise set is going to put
you in a head lock and not let go. This is a real treat for mature
tastes that still like to buy albums but just can’t find what they
want at Target and don’t have the time to invest in investigating
Amazon. Totally hot.
Chris Spector - Editor & Publisher of MidwestRecord.com
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Pater draws every bit of creativity from her mezzo-soprano
voice. Her capability is elastic like that of Betty Carter and
Cheryl Bentyne, with the midrange guts of Sarah Vaughan.
Red, like the previous "color" releases, focuses nominally
on the particular color considered, ergo, the original "Big
Red" and trumpeter Freddie Hubbard's "Red Clay." Red
sports fewer mainstream standards in favor of more Pater
compositions and those shared with pianist Mark Little,
with "Red Clay" and pianist Herbie Hancock's "Butterfly,"
which opens the disc, representing the "standards." Pater
approaches a hip-hop sensibility on "Sir Doug of Edwards"
and a Michael Jackson-infused groove on "Big Red," which
features electric guitarist André Bush.
Pater brings all of her James Brown funk to "Red Clay," producing a rendition that is at once curious and fertile. It is a
reflection of the entire disc, which houses music that pushes the envelope of vocal jazz and R&B. Pater has seized
on a theme and she is riding it for all it is worth. It will be
interesting to see where it goes next.
C. Michael Bailey - AllAboutJazz.com

"a brilliant stylist that deserves respect and
admiration for having the nerve to compose,
perform and release such a highly personal,
“Beata Pater gets 4.5 Stars. The future of vo- joyful & exhilarating musical statement"
cal jazz is in good hands!”

Reviews of Red

The follow up to “Blue” finds Pater reinventing some standard fare utilizing her voice not as the lead instrument as
with Blue but instead as part of the effervescent hooks and
grooves sprinkled throughout this most engaging release.
Herbie Hancock’s “Butterfly” and Freddie Hubbard’s “Red
Clay” are two standards tossed in a mixed grill of what Pater
does best. As a vocal musical chameleon Pater can fit in or
fill any genre whole and transcend the norm from mundane
and predictable to somewhat “artsy” while full of meaning full expression. For some the question, “Sounds like?”
comes into play and while artistic comparisons are for the
most part inherently unfair lets say in the case Flora Purim
meets Cheryl Bentyne (before her pipes finally crapped out
on her). Vocally Pater is not really cutting new ground here
until we start talking about her original compositions and
her place within the band she has assembled.
Brent Black - CriticalJazz.com

C. Michael Bailey - AllAboutJazz.com

Polish vocalist/composer/violinist Beata Pater, as of late
in San Francisco, releases Red, the third recording in her
"colors" series following Black (B&B, 2006) and Blue (B&B,
2011). She specializes in the no-lyrics singing that is related
to, but not exactly the same as scat singing. Much of this is
present on Red where, an expressive and passionate singer,

The California-based Polish vocalist Beata Pater is a dynamo of creativity, audacity and musical intelligence. I had
already listened to some tracks of "Red" on her website, after having watched an ad on DownBeat, but listening to the
"real disc" is the ultimate experience. I'm really in love with
"Red", the kind of music that moves me, and possesses
that kind of energy that attracted me to jazz via fusion in
my childhood. Many artists try to perform "electric jazz" but
without punch, without electricity. Beata's "Red" is superbly
electrifying, full of high-speed energy.
Actually, it's not accurate to call Beata simply a singer or a
vocalist. She's a top-class musician that uses her voice as
a potent instrument (btw, she also plays violin in most of the
tracks), belonging to that special class of artists such as
Urszula Dudziak, Al Jarreau and Bobby McFerrin. But she's
her own woman, gifted with vast resources, a sharp attack
and an incredible stamina, sometimes creating the effect of
a vocal choir through multiple overdubs.
It's not coincidence, however, that the main affinity we can
easily note is with her kinswoman Dudziak, who emerged
in Poland in the late 60s through a series of memorable
projects with Mickal Urbaniak, and later became a fusion
star here in the USA after releasing her debut solo album on
Clive Davis' Arista label in 1976, which included the worldwide hit "Papaya" (in my native Brazil it became very popular as the opening theme of a TV soap opera, "Anjo Mau,"
but that's another story.)
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The renditions of "Butterfly" and "Red Clay" (two of my favorite tunes ever, written by two of my all-time favorite artists, with whom I had the blessing to work with, ie., Herbie
Hancock and Freddie Hubbard) would be enough to make
me Beata's #1 fan. But there are also her stunning originals,
very appealing and interesting as well, most of them copenned with keyboardist Mark Little, who also wrote two
tracks alone (the striking "Lady Carmen," with Beata also
on violin, and the etheral "Praise," built upon muted trumpet, acoustic bass and tabla). And Marek Balata contributes
the bossa-oriented "Bachnova," anchored on the acoustic
guitar of the California-based Brazilian multi-instrumentalist
Celia Malheiros, and featuring Darius Babazadeh on flute.
"Butterfly," the opening song, has received many versions
(some good, some excellent) since its debut on Herbie
Hancock's 1974 album "Thrust." But none of them with the
frenetic up-tempo mood that Beata and her groovehunters
confer to such a magical song. The intoxicating bassline
provided by Aaron Germain evokes memories of Deodato's
classic "Skyscrapers," while Mark Little's hands fly on the
keyboard.
The infallible drummer Ranzel Merritt (certainly a Dennis
Chambers fan) and the impeccable guitarists Andre Bush &
Carl Lockett (fans of John Tropea and David Amaro will have
much to savour throughout the album), also help to bring
the track to an ecstatic frenzy. It's followed by the Pater/Little collaboration on the latin-tinged "Ahmar," a massive 21st
century descarga propelled by Raul Ramirez's timbales and
percussion arsenal.
Track after track, Darius Babazadeh stands as an important
figure on the album, since Beata often doubles her voice
with his powerful tenor sax on such tunes as "Red" and "Sir
Doug of Edwards," an impassionate tribute to Berkeley’s
Pacifica radio station KPFA’s jazz programmer -- or jazz activist, as he sometimes referred to himself -- The Doug of
Edwards, who died in 2010 and whose voice was sampled.
[Earland Edwards was his legal name, but he was called
Doug by most.] Darius is also featured, alongside guitarist
Carl Lockett and pianist Mark Little, on the funkyfied "Bis,"
on which Beata displays the blackness of her mighty voice.
The spectacular rendition of the title track from Freddie
Hubbard's "Red Clay" incorporates an unexpected latin
groove, tempered by an equally surprising change of tempo. My dear friend Mark Murphy and the now-defunct Rare
Silk group recorded memorable versions of "Red Clay" with
lyrics, but Beata's reading takes Hubbard's modern jazz
classic to a whole new dimension. The quiet storm "Tragic
Beauty" (one of the most successful examples of the voice/
violin interaction) and the flamboyant "Vermelho" ("Red" on
Portuguese) complete the tracklist.
Beata is a brilliant stylist that deserves respect and admiration for having the nerve to compose, perform and release
such a highly personal, joyful & exhilarating musical statement, specially in a time that jazz becomes more boring

each day, with so many old-fashioned tributes and very
predictable performances. America deserves to know her
better.
Review by Arnaldo Desouteiro

"a tour de force performance that goes beyond scat singing and takes vocalese to another level. It is the pure emotion of the music free from the tyranny of the word"

Red is the third album in jazz singer Beata Pater’s color
series. Beginning in 2006 with Black, she (in collaboration
with pianist/composer Mark Little) put together a set of familiar standards, songs like “Moon River,” “September in
the Rain,” and “Summer Wind,” with what her website calls
“modern, edgy interpretations” rooted in traditional jazz,
“displaying her rhythmic acuity and fine tuned control of
tonality.” “Control” is the key. Pater is a singer who understands how to control her voice for optimum effect.
Blue, which followed, was a collection of mostly original
material, but building on the vocal control she had demonstrated in the Black album. She spurns lyrics and plays her
voice like a musical instrument. It is a tour de force performance that goes beyond scat singing and takes vocalese to
another level. It is the pure emotion of the music free from
the tyranny of the word. This is the new direction of her music and it is the direction she continues to explore in Red.
I’m not sure how literally listeners are meant to apply the
album titles. Certainly there are songs like “Afro Blue” and
“Blue in Green” on Blue and “Big Red” and “Red Clay”
on the new album, but if there is a central connection between all the tracks on the albums related to the color, I
can’t say I have any idea what it is. Talking about the second
album,Pater says “I want these CDs to not just be a series
of tunes but to flow like a suite so listeners can listen to
the whole CD in one setting.” Perhaps I’m being too literal,
but this doesn’t help to explain the relationship between the
musical choices and the titles.
On the other hand, if the music is great, what difference
does it make? And there is some excellent music on all
three of these albums. Of the dozen tracks on Red, only
three are from composers other than Pater and Little, either
individually or together. The album opens with Herbie Hancock’s “Butterfly,” which gives listeners a good indication
of what’s on tap for the rest of the album. If you like what
you hear, you’re in for a treat. The other covers are the interesting “Bachnova” from Polish composer Marek Balata and
Freddie Hubbard’s “Red Clay.”
Of the original material, highlights include Pater’s “Bis,” a
down and dirty gem which shows a wilder side of the singer
and features some nice solo work from Darius Babazadeh
on sax, guitarist Carl Lockett, and Little on keys. The Latin
rhythms of “Ahmar” are infectious and Babazadeh adds
some nice texture with his solo on the sax and flute. There
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is a haunting Afro beat on Mark Little’s “Praise” where the
singer is joined by Kush Khanna on tabula, Ranzel Merritt
on drums, Tom Peron on trumpet, and Buca Necak on contrabass. “Rainy Bombay” has the Indian vibe indicated by
the title, providing another twist. “Big Red” features a truly
impressive keyboard solo from Little and some as well as
some nice vocal harmonies from Pater.
Beata Pater is an original. Red is not an album you want to
read about, Red is an album you have to hear.
Jack Goodstein

“Pater puts together some spunky, perky,
florid, sassy, rambunctious songs that transport the listener"

Beata Pater's 6th solo CD, the 3rd in her color series, might
best be remarked by her choice of covers: Freddie Hubbard's Red Clay, Herbie Hancock's Butterfly, and Marek Balata's Bachnova (the remainder being hers or co-written with
keyboardist Mark Little), turning them all into Brazilian versions of a stripe Ivan Conti and the Azymuth lads might well
have penned, novo-latinate. Pater was extensively trained
in Poland on violin, but was early-on recognized for vocal
strengths and started her professional life—at age 8!—with
the Warsaw opera. For her still young years, Pater's been
busy as a bee in recording sessions, commercials, movie
sundtracking, and so on. From opera, though, she moved
into her real love, jazz, and that's where she resides now.

Found Wonder off his really obscure solo LP. Stick in the crit
biz long enuff, and you'll see everyone you ever knew, or
knew about, pass through several times. I think M.C. Escher
coulda made a tesseract of it, but it would've been wrought
of palm trees and cocktails with umbrellas in them after listening to Red.
Mark S. Tucker, Accoustic Music
http://www.acousticmusic.com/fame/p08516.htm

Jazz Weekly

Vocalist/violinist Beata Pater mixes and matches a variety of sounds and styles here, with a combination of old
school acoustic and Headhunter funky modern. Electric fusion sounds from the late 70s permeate material like Herbie
Hancock’s own “Butterfly” as well as Pater’s “Sir Doug of
Edwards.” Her vocalizing of sounds ranges from an earthy
nasal on the acoustically salsa “Ahmar” to a caressingly nasal with gentle guitars on “Bachnova.” A take of Freddie
Hubbard’s “Red Clay” is a riveting delight, with Pater delivering the hornlike melody as sassy as The Hub ever would.
Lots of wild and successfully percussive ideas bouncing
around here.
George W. Harris, JazzWeekly

Beata's compared to Flora Purim and Tania Maria, apt
enough models, but I detect quite a bit of fellow countrymen
Urszula Dudziak and Urszula's husband Michael Urbaniak
as well, with some Czeslaw Nieman and Bjorn Jaysun Lindh
tossed in for good measure. She indeed possesses a strong
voice, much bolder than one expects in the melismatics displayed throughout the CD (there are no lyrics anywhere save
for a very curious odd short spoken appearance by Doug
Edwards) as well as quite a penchant for writing and arranging…aaaaand choosing very good session musicians. One
herself, she knows the best when she hears them.
Think of Red as a kind of mid-ground between Shakatak
and Sade instrumentally, with both bands grooving on
samba, bossa, etc. Gil, Bonfa, Pascoal, and the giants
of those genres would or will be (sorry, I don't know who
among them is alive or not, not being an obituarian) quite
impressed, and I'm telling you to pay special attention to
bassist Aaron Germain and what he does with those four
fat strings. Holy cow! Pater puts together some spunky,
perky, florid, sassy, rambunctious songs that transport the
listener from the sardined hustle and bustle of NYC to the
expansive sunlit beaches of Rio de Janeiro—and, hoo boy!,
can we ever use that kind of escape in these times. And
as I like to pay attention to the little-known but oft intriguing elements in these affairs, let me also mention that the
whole gig was recorded and mixed by Bond Bergland of
The Saqqara Dogs, writer of one of my all-time fave songs,

Reviews of Blue
“one of the most intriguing and exciting talents to emerge since…Bobby McFerrin”
An editor once advised against using a musical frame of
reference since that would be assuming everyone would
be familiar with the comparison that was intended.
To refer to Beata Pater as the Polish Bobby McFerrin
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would be unfair and a gross exaggeration. What would
be accurate would be to say that Pater is one of the most
intriguing and exciting of vocal talents to emerge since…
Bobby McFerrin.
This classically trained violinist takes vocal “free jazz” into
uncharted territory by utilizing a skill set in the same musical vein of a Sarah Vaughn or Betty Carter while displaying
a full spectrum of original sounds. A release of great depth
and texture but with a vitality that makes Pater the furthest
thing from a one trick pony. Unlike McFerrin, lyrics are out
the window and replaced by a “catch and release” of vocal
inflection, pitch and tone. The 11 original compositions
which are bookended by the iconic classics “Afro Blue”
and “Blue in Green” are fresh, highly inventive and captivating in Pater’s masterful control of tonality.
While the mesmerizing vocal skills of Pater are in full effect
the instrumental moods invoked run the sonic spectrum
from Brazilian to Native American in both authenticity and
presentation. “Southbound Train” pays homage to Pater’s
native Poland’s most famous contemporary composer,
Krzysztof Komeda which reinforces the music’s Eastern
European feel. Blue is the musical equivalent of Louisiana
gumbo, there is a little something here for everyone.
While respecting tradition there is an overwhelming contemporary sound that borders on the edge of world music
without the self indulgent spirit similar artists display. Musical boundaries are pushed back and then fused with other
genres for refreshing originality.
Cool. Swinging. Inventive.
Beata Pater is a eclectic, quirky and surprisingly accessible and highly recommended!
Tracks: Afro Blue; 3/4; West Wind; Freedom Song; Groove
Ensemble; Southbound Train; Mr. Tad; Rokminoff; No
Go Sleep; The Little Prince; Fly Strip; Sludgekee; Blue In
Green.
Personnel: Mark Little: piano, B3; Jon Evans: bass; Scott
Foster: guitar; Renzel Merritt: drums; Celia Malheiros:
percussion; Josh Jones: percussion; Darius Babazadeh:
sax, flute; Mikole Kaar: sax, flute, clarinet; Carl Roessler:
didgeridoo; David Sturdevant: harmonica.
Brent Black, CritcalJazz.com

“5.0 out of 5 stars Beata Pater: Extending
the Possibilities of the Human Voice”
Beata Pater is a Polish born international jazz star, but a
star with her own language of music. Classically trained as
a violinist in the Music Academy of Warsaw, Pater understands rhythm, pitch, the vocalise, and the juxtaposition
of musical lines better than many of our finest classical
musicians, and yet she employs all of these traits to her
unique gifts as a jazz singer. Rather than concentrating on
lyrics Pater instead puts her abilities to the test of commu-

nicating a song’s meaning through simply using her rather
incredible instrument of a voice to produce musical lines
instrumentally.
On this fascinating CD she performs works written with
her pianist/composer partner Mark Little though she does
open the album with a work ‘Afro Blue’ by Mongo Santamaria. In ‘West Wind’ she shares the spotlight equally with
Little and it is a contest of pitches and rhythms. When a
singer relies solely on notes and vocalization of pitches she
better have a broad spectrum of musical sounds and that
is where Pater impresses. Everything here is wordless, not
unlike the scat singing of the famous ladies of song Sarah
Vaughn, Shirley Horn, Carmen McRae etc.
The ensemble collected for this concert is comprised of
Mark little, piano, Jon Evans, bass, Scott Foster, guitar,
Renzel Merrit, drums, Celia Malheiros and Josh Jones,
percussion, Darius Babaazadeh, sax and flute, Mikole
Kaar, sax/flute/clarinet, Carl Roessler, didgeridoo (prominent on ‘Mr. Tad’ where the other feature is Renzel Merrit’s
Rasta incantations!), and David Sturdevant, harmonica.
And what a phenomenal group of instrumentalists this
is – equal to Beata Pater’s concept of jazz. This is strange
listening at first, but stick through the album and you’ll
likely be seeking out her other releases. She is a bit of a
wonder! “
Grady Harp, Amazon.com

“its strongest characteristic, keeping the
music fresh”

Polish-born Beata Pater started out as a violinist and later
discovered her singing voice. This might explain why she
preferred to sing wordless vocals in standards like Krzysztof Komeda’s “No Go Sleep” and “Southbound Train,”
which are among the few covers on her US debut.
Playing with an ensemble formed by West Coast- and
Japan-based musicians, Pater offers an eclectic mix that
draws both from her classical training, Brazilian jazz and
more avant-garde influences. To illustrate, the record
opens with Mongo Santamaria’s “Afro Blue,” a sambainflected tune that features Brazilian percussionist and
vocalist Celia Malheiros, but further in you hear “Mr. Tad,”
a contemporary original piece in an odd tempo that opens
with Carl Roessler’s didgeridoo and odd (uncredited) male
vocals amidst her improvisations. “Rokminoff” goes more
into a Brazilian mode (the piano seems to have lifted the riff
from Sergio Mendes’ version of “Berimbau”) and includes
an accomplished bass solo from Jon Evans.
She continues on a bossa mode with her take on Komeda’s “No Go Sleep,” and concludes the album with a
haunting cover of Miles Davis’ “Blue in Green” in which
Pater takes on Davis’ lead with her voice.
Purists might argue that the album lacks direction by
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featuring too many styles, but that is exactly its strongest
characteristic, keeping the music fresh even after multiple
plays.
Ernest Barteldes, Music.newcity.com

Uptempo Magazine Interview

Living in a music culture that is often driven by “demographic viability,” imposed trends, and formulaic interpretations of what an artist should look and sound like, it is
pleasing to come across an artist with a non-commercial
sound, distinguished from popular offerings. International
jazz singer, violinist, composer and arranger, Beata Pater,
(Bay ah’ta Pah’ter), is such an artist, born and raised in
Poland, the place of her musical beginnings – learning
the violin at age six and growing up in a musically diverse
environment, exposing her to a repertoire of classical, jazz,
and pop music, to the early influences of Donny Hathaway,
Jaco Pastorius, Herbie Hancock, Miles Davis, and John
Coltrane.
Sometimes singing standards and other times improvising
a “lyricless” vocal range, conjuring images of female jazz
legends in strapless gowns and cocktail dresses, as the
Sarah Vaughans of the day – whom she describes as her
goddess – Pater has a unique style honed from early inspirations, teaching and living in Japan, touring world-famous
jazz clubs, to amassing a formal and living repertoire of
training.
A testament to her craft, Blue, the second CD in her color
series – following Black – is an amazing compilation of jazz
pieces performed without lyrics – a type of prolonged adlib
that is sometimes animated, refined, or exquisitely mesmerizing as heard with “The Little Prince.”
Currently promoting Blue, here in my interview with Pater,
she provides an introspective look at the commemorative
track that may someday become a well-known classic.
You have a vastly intriguing range – singing classic jazz
standards as some of the best female jazz legends of the
last century, to employing a unique improvisational style of
singing without lyrics. How would you best describe your
improvisational technique, as heard on Blue?
Music is the most beautiful creation of a wordless language. My singing is a sequence of musical notes in octatonic scale. My technique is very strongly connected to a
violin playing technique: the rhythm, dynamics, articulation,
timbre and harmony. There is no recipe and no answer.
Blue is a fascinating CD with arranged standards opening
and closing the album, balanced with the insatiable, “Little
Prince.” Classic jazz fans are familiar with the first and last
standards, “Afro Blue,” and “Blue in Green,” however, “The
Little Prince,” composed by you and pianist, Mark Little, is
an exquisite elegy with the makings of a classic in years to

come. Tell us about this ingenious creation?
I love to play with the music already written. It is almost
like a mystery. Both “Afro Blue” and “Blue in Green” are
very powerful compositions. Here, comes challenge,
responsibility, and respect to this great music. I am always
very careful to never diminish its excellence.
As for composing, it’s like breathing. It is part of me. I
listen to myself – my intuition; I taste, I smell, I see colors
and shapes in every note, and when I am kind to it, I get
creations like “The Little Prince” in return.
“The Little Prince” is the title of one of the best French
novels of the 20th century and its idealistic observations
about life and human nature. It could not have been a
better title for the tune that was composed during Michael
Jackson’s memorial service.
When an artist produces a brilliant work in a short span of
time, the brilliance is often manifested from pure impulse,
allowing the artist to channel human sensations and emotions relatable to all. Can you share with us the sensations
and feelings that surfaced when composing “The Little
Prince?”
It was a moment of unexplained power, emotions, and distraction … the only way to ease the state of mind was to
concentrate on expressing myself through musical notes.
And what did you feel afterwards?
I was relieved, calmed, comforted … felt responsible, accountable, and obligated to create whatever is next.
To experience Blue, go to Beata’s site and simply listen.
Yvonne Grays Nathane, Uptempo Magazine

“Listen and learn”

“The Polish jazz vocalist changes it up for her second
release by reinventing scat singing for the pomo/electronic
age. Art hipsters will want to make this art chick one of
their own although they can hold her but they can never
have her as she knows how to evanescently slip and slide
away when you think you are looking at her but are really
looking in another direction. You probably won’t get it but
it’s sure to catch your girl friend by surprise. Listen and
learn.”
Midwest Record

“A grand excursion through 13 vocal adventures”

“If you are thirsting for some moving jazz vocals, Beata will
quench your thirst, to be sure. A grand excursion through
13 vocal adventures that will both enchant and enlighten
your jazz outlook. I particularly enjoyed Beata’s interpretation of “Afro Blue“… many times when vocalists take a
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jazz classic like that, they try to force it into some vocal
mold that was never intended, but Ms. Pater fits the tune
to her vocal talent like a silk glove & still projects her lively
and energetic spirit through all 4:41! If you’re lookin’ for
something a little more “groove-oriented”, you’ll definitely
dig “Groove Ensemble“; it would have been nice if it were
just a tad longer, though. My favorite, oddly enough, was
Beata’s super-scat on “Fly Strip“… a tune that just keeps
on “pushin’”!!!! I give this one a MOST HIGHLY RECOMMENDED, with an “EQ” (energy quotient) rating of 4.96.
Get more information at Beata’s BLUE page.”
Dick Metcalf Rotcod Zzaj

“Highly Inventive…Loaded with Memorable
Hooks”

“Wordless vocalise is the order of the day”

“Wordless vocalise is the order of the day with Beata Pater,
somewhere between Tania Marie and Flora Purim for the
Brazilio-Latin zone. Her album Blue (B&B 04-09) is the second colaboration on a color theme with pianist Mark Little.
It includes several rearranged classics (“Afro Blue,” “Blue
in Green”) a few Komeda compositions and then the rest
by Pater, Little or both.
This is jazzed Latin with a varied instrumentation. Beata is
out front as the principal “horn”, singing a great deal but
staying pretty close to the head melody much of the time.
There is almost too much of her. Her vocalisms are relentless. And the band gets a pretty standard groove going all
too often.

“A follow-up to 2006′s Black, Polish vocalist Beata Pater’s
Blue is a collaboration with pianist-composer Mark Little.
Opening with an energetic take on Mongo Santamaria’s
“Afro Blue” and closing with Miles Davis and Bill Evans’
“Blue in Green,” nine of the remaining tunes are credited
to Pater and/or Little. Pater isn’t singing lyrics on these
recordings, but rather scatting with clarity and precision on
both melody lines and solos. Blue, while always hovering
near a contemporary jazz ambiance, covers a great deal of
stylistic ground.

It has some very nice moments and will surely be getting
airplay on stations that prefer somewhat commercial sorts
of jazzology. It is quite pleasant. The more I listened, the
less I personally responded, alas. I like the IDEA of this
music. I just don’t much like listening to it. For the Komeda
I am glad, for the rest I grant that it will be liked by those
that will like it. I wish her success. ”

Blue is a highly inventive album with a variety of moods
and textures. The intro to Little’s “West Wind” roars out
of the gate, recalling David Bowie’s “Young Americans”
thanks to the beefy sax of Mikole Kaar. “Southbound Train”
opens with a duet between Pater and bassist Jon Evans
before Kaar joins them on clarinet. The trio cast a smoothly
melodic spell. Composed as an emotional response to
Michael Jackson’s memorial service, written by Pater and
Little as they watched the telecast, “The Little Prince” is
a mournful piano ballad. “Fly Strip,” another Pater/Little
composition, kicks a solid groove with a bold, funky sax
solo by Darius Babazadeh. Loaded with memorable hooks,
it’s a very accessible album. ”

“made me want to listen to the entire album
not once, but twice”

James Scotch, Meditation Secrets Seattlepi.com / Blogcritics.org

“don’t be surprised if you get hooked!”

O’s Notes: Polish born vocalist, Beata Pater makes her US
debut with Blue but she is hardly a rookie. She is influenced by Brazilian samba and incorporates a lot of that
genre into her style along with some avant-garde. Beata
uses vocalese to express herself and pours her heart
out especially on tunes like “The Little Prince”. We also
enjoyed “Southbound Train”, “Freedom Song” and the
spirited “Fly Strip” where she scats in unison with bassist
Jon Evans in what turns into a funky beat allowing each
of them to solo freely. That groove spills over into “Sludgeekee”. Take a listen and don’t be surprised if you get
hooked!”

Grego Applegate, Edwards Gapplegateguitar

“Beata Pater has been performing and releasing music for
years, and with Blue (B&B) she continues to expand her
world of jazz to show that she is more than capable of covering a wide range of music and styles, all while holding on
to her foundation while flirting with it.
She reminds me a bit of Al Jarreau in that she does a lot of
scat, but it’s not all that she does. She does it quite well,
and it’s what she does with it that made me want to listen
to the entire album not once, but twice. Her choice of
material to cover will make any music fan get ear boners:
“Afro Blue” (Mongo Santamaria) and “Blue In Green” (Miles
Davis) will made jaded fans want to hear more, while her
originals are quite remarkable and will make you want to
know what she’s like in a live setting. Find out for yourself.”
thisisbooksmusic.com

D. Oscar Groomes, O’s Place Jazz Magazine
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